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Introduction
The kink mode appears to be the most important magnetohydrodynainic (MHD) insta bility podc of the gas-embedded Z-pinch. 
Experimental observations show that
for assumption (b). In Eqs. (6) and (7) the quantity n = (4y/5) (p r 2 /p r 2 ) is a P P 8 c mass-loading factor where p and p are the pinch and gas density respectively, 2 and v * = 2eT*/m. is the square of the ion thermal velocity at the Bennett tem-2 2 2 perature T*, where I-» 16TT e/u-) n r I*.
The secular Eqs. (6) and (7) can be solved in the limit k£ < i and at late times when k£ > 1. The limit k£ < 1 2 2 implies that 1 + k 5 -1-In this case, Eqs. (6) and (7) reduce to the sarae equa tion, so that the early secular growth of the kink Is then given by [=3%
C8)
At late times, when kf, > 1, the solutions are.
[
for assumptions (a) and (b) respectively.
Note in Eqs. (9) and (10) that £ is rela
tively insensitive to the quantities in the brackets.
Comparison with Experiment
To evaluate Eqs. C9) and (10) using the experimental values given in Table 1 
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